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Abstract
Linked Data provides an ever-growing source of geographically referenced data for application development. In this paper, we analyse
the workflow behind the development of such an application. Using two examples based on worldwide development aid and refugee data,
we discuss the steps from locating data for use and data integration, up to the actual visualization in a web-based application. At each step,
we discuss the skill set required for completion and point to potential challenges. We conclude the paper by putting our case study in the
context of GIScience curriculum development.
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1

Introduction

The amount of geographic information available as Linked
Open Data (LOD) is rapidly increasing and becoming an
invaluable source for application development. The term
Linked Data refers to a set of best practices to publish
machine-readable and semantically annotated data online [1].
The approach builds on established Web standards for
identifying and accessing data sources (URLs), lightweight
semantics (RDF) for data description, and a standardized
query language for data access (SPARQL). These principles
facilitate a distributed and interlinked collection of datasets
known as the Linked Data Cloud [3]. Geographic information
sources such as GeoNames1 play a central role in this cloud,
which is also documented by new datasets from cultural
heritage [5], environmental monitoring [6], and emergency
response [7], as well as the OGC GeoSPARQL query
language [8].
At the same time, software development has transformed
towards cloud environments and multi-platform development,
especially including mobile devices. New software
development platforms and libraries have eased the
development of interactive web pages and mobile apps.
Examples are web frameworks such as Django,2 online
content management systems such as Drupal3 and mobile app
platforms such as PhoneGap4 and App Inventor5 [10].
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The goal of this paper is to review the process to get from
LOD to a working application and put it in the context of the
required skillset. We sketch the steps in developing web-based
visualizations of humanitarian data (see Figures 1 and 2) and
draw conclusions concerning the practical and conceptual
skills that need to be covered in a GIScience curriculum for
students to be able to complete such a development task.
Figure 1: Web-based visualization of data from the
International Aid Transparency Initiative. Brighter colors
indicate higher amounts of development aid received.
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2

Development workflow

This section describes the different steps that were required
to build the two sample web applications and discusses the
different skills required to complete them. Figure 3 gives an
overview of the different components and their interplay.
Figure 2: Web-based visualization of UNHCR refugee data.
The blue arrows connect the refugees’ current country of
residence and their home country.

disaggregated, e.g., by donor (IATI) or by demographic
breakdown (UNCHR). The extra steps in the query require indepth knowledge of the SPARQL query language and pose an
additional challenge for novice developers. The following
query, for example, asks for the total number of refugees from
country A in country B, as specified in the UNHCR data:
prefix hxl: <http://hxl.humanitarianresponse.info/ns/#>
prefix dbpprop:
<http://dbpedia.org/property/>
SELECT DISTINCT ?fromCode ?toCode (SUM(?count) AS
?refugees) WHERE {
?pop hxl:atLocation ?to ;
hxl:placeOfOrigin ?from ;
hxl:personCount ?count .
?to

hxl:atLocation ?country .

?country dbpprop:isoCode ?toCode .
?from
dbpprop:isoCode ?fromCode .
FILTER (?count > 0)
} GROUP BY ?fromCode ?toCode ORDER BY ?fromCode

2.1

Locating data

Linked Data sets can be provided as RDF files in different
formats or through SPARQL endpoints. Registries such as
W3C SparqlEndpoints6 and datahub7 act as a good starting
point to look for data relevant to the given application, from
which the developer can look for related (i.e., linked) datasets.
This process requires a general understanding of the Linked
Data principles and potentially some proficiency in the
SPARQL query language. In case of the two sample
applications developed for this case study, the datasets
included data from the International Aid Transparency
Initiative,8 the Humanitarian eXchange Language [7],9
UNCHR refugee statistics (self-hosted), DBpedia,10 and
currency conversion rates.11

2.2

Data access

Whether the data is available as a file or from a SPARQL
endpoint, data access will typically start by exploring the
dataset, e.g., by listing the resources provided, or by browsing
their types and the properties that describe them. This process
iteratively leads to a query that generates the subset of the
dataset the developer wants to process in her application, and
it often includes reverting to locating additional data sources if
information is missing.
Retrieving the data in the required form can also prove
challenging. In both of our examples, the goal for the
visualization was to show aggregates, i.e., the total amount of
development aid that went to a given country, and the total
number of refugees from country A that are currently in
country B. The actual data, however, were highly
6
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While we have only worked with separate datasets for the
visualizations presented here (option 1 in Figure 3), a fully
distributed solution based on federated queries (option 3 in
Figure 3) would require additional data. For the IATI
application, for example, the development aid numbers
provided as LOD are in different currencies, so they all have
to be converted to a common currency. This requires an
additional data source with currency conversion rates, such as
currency2currency [12].

2.3

Data integration

Whenever more than one dataset is required for the
application, these datasets in most cases have to be integrated
in some way. If the goal is a simple visualization on a map,
and the involved datasets include spatial references, the
integration can be done on the map. In that case, this is a
purely visual integration, and no further work is required.
In most cases, however, the underlying data will have to be
integrated through common identifiers – similar to joins
between tables in a relational database. In our IATI
application, for example, we had to join the IATI data and the
currency conversion rates to DBpedia, since the former uses
3-letter ISO currency codes, while the latter uses DBpedia
URIs as identifiers for the currency codes. The corresponding
integration can be implemented either in the query or in the
application. An implementation in a federated query [9] that
accesses multiple RDF datasets at once has the advantage that
the result is a single file that can be directly processed by the
framework used for the user interface. However, this approach
is often slow since SPARQL results from multiple endpoints
have to be collected, integrated, and returned to the client.
Querying each dataset separately from the application is often
faster, but results in multiple files that have to be integrated at
the application level, thus placing more load on the client.
Again, these considerations require knowledge about different
querying and caching techniques to improve response time,
depending on how frequently the queried datasets are updated.
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Figure 3: workflow components and integration options.

2.4

Data output and visualization

While the XML-based SPARQL results format that endpoints
return by default is very uncommon in any non-semantic web
environment, the results can also be obtained in more
common formats, such as CSV or JSON. The desired
response format for a query can be set through an additional
parameter in the HTTP request, or by setting the
corresponding HTTP accept header. Both approaches require
basic knowledge of the HTTP protocol and experience in
using libraries such as cURL.12
The decision which results format should be chosen hinges
on the input formats supported by the library chosen for the
user interface. In a web development context, SPARQL query
results can be shown by dedicated tools such as sgvizler [11]
and Spark.13 Web-based data aggregation tools such as
Highcharts14 and Google fusion tables15 allow for combining
spreadsheet-type information into graphs and simple maps on
the web. Geo-information representation tools such as
OpenLayers16 and Leaflet17 specifically handle georeference
systems and map rendering.
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We have opted for a generic and scalable tool based on
Javascript: the D3 (Data Driven Documents) library, as this
provides powerful capabilities for all of the above, is fairly
easy to learn and is well documented. Any of the options
listed above requires a certain level of proficiency in
JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. While we focus on web-based
applications here, developing native applications for desktop
or mobile platforms adds another level of complexity.

3

Application: IATI data visualization

To demonstrate the needs for the abovementioned app
development, we take the use case of creating web-based
visualizations of humanitarian data, coming from different
sources. In our case, these sources can be combined in
different ways, basically through SPARQL queries and by
data merging in the app. The latter is implemented by D3
JavaScript functions.
Figure 3 depicts the options: Separate visualizations (1),
combined visualization by app merge (2) and combined
visualization by SPARQL query (3). Combined visualizations
allow for an integrated analysis of sources. In contrast to
studies such as Findley et al. [4], which demonstrates
geographical correlations between foreign aid and armed
conflicts, we do not intent to explain such correlations, but
rather focus on the technical aspects of data source
integration.
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The International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI) fosters
the exchange of information on international aid projects.
IATI does this by setting standards for information exchange
and providing a hub for registering data sets. IATI does not
provide the data itself, this is done by the donor organizations
themselves. IATI does provide information about how to
create and consume IATI-standardized information and about
available tools by third parties. IATI information has been
deployed in a triple store [2] and is available as a SPARQL
endpoint.
Since a federated query approach proved too slow during
the data integration step, subsets of the used datasets were
exported using SPARQL construct queries and loaded into a
local triple store. This allowed for faster iterations during the
development of the integration query, which was then
ultimately used to produce a CSV file fed into D3. In a
production environment, this file could be produced directly
from the original endpoint via federated query and cached,
with updates e.g. on a daily basis, depending on the data
update frequency.

4

Conclusions

The amount of Linked Open Data containing geographic
information is growing and becomes an attractive data source
for application development. Based on the premise of truly
linked data, it should be straightforward to use data from
different sources together in applications. In reality, the
integration of data from such sources to be able to use them
together is still challenging, leading to situations where it is
easier and more straightforward to download subsets of the
data and integrate them locally. While this is a practiceoriented approach, it is clearly not in the spirit of Linked Open
Data.
Once the data for an application has been assembled, the
developer is confronted with the choice from a wide variety of
frameworks for implementation. While many frameworks
such as D3 have sophisticated functionalities for the
visualization of and interaction with geoinformation, putting
them to use still confronts novice developers with a steep
learning curve. In order to implement the (relatively simple)
visualizations shown in this paper, profound knowledge of
RDF, SPARQL, HTTP requests, HTML, and JavaScript is
required. Adding interaction and developing for touch screen
devices, for example, adds another layer of complexity.
While adding all of these technologies to the already
demanding GIScience curricula is hardly possible, we believe
that the study programs can enable their students to learn
these (and other) new technologies faster. Proficiency in
different geo-information standards is already part of the
curriculum in many programs and can easily be extended to a
broader range of web standards. Existing research methods
courses can be extended with sections on research for
software development to familiarize students with resources
such as StackOverflow18 as well as tools such as GitHub19 and
bl.ocks.org.20 Finally, hands-on lab exercises that ask for the
development of creative solutions, rather than following
“click-through” instructions, get the students used to
independent problem solving.
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